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Abstract 

This paper aims to study the various and compare various speech enhancement algorithms and prove the 
effectiveness of the various algorithms on the  speech   which have been degraded by various kinds of noise and 
study their effect on the signal intelligibility. The different algorithms have different SNR. Various algorithms have 
been used so far to improve the signal intelligibility; different algorithms have their different effect on the signal 
intelligibility .In this paper intelligibility of various speech enhancement algorithms using SNR estimation have been 
discussed. 
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(1)INTRODUCTION 

Speech enhancement is the process of using various algorithms on the speech which have been degraded by the 
various types of noises such as exhibition ,white noise ,musical noise etc so as to improve its quality and 
intelligibility .speech enhancement is done to increase the perceptual quality and intelligibility of the noisy signal by 
using audio signal  processing techniques[1]. The various techniques are used for enhancing the quality and 
intelligibility of noisy speech[2]. There are two aspects to speech quality; the perceived overall speech quality, and 
the speech intelligibility. Perceived overall quality is the overall impression of the listener of how “good “the quality 
of the speech is On the other hand, speech intelligibility is the accuracy with which we can hear what is being said 
[3] 
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Y(n) is the noise corrupted input signal which consists  of the clean speech signal x(n) and  the noise signal d(n).[11] 
.Various speech enhancement algorithms  that have been studied  are as follows:-filter (i) spectral subtraction 
(ii)wiener filter (iii) MMSE(iv) Log MMSE( v)Decision directed approach  

(2)LITERATURE SURVEY 

.[1]S.China Venkateswarlu , Observed   Wiener filter are rather simple and workable, but after the estimation of the 
background noise. The third restriction in spectral subtraction methods is the processing of the speech signal in 
frames, so the Proceeding from one frame to another must be handled with care to avoid discontinuities. Noise 
reduction is a key-point of speech enhancement systems in hands-free communications.[ 2]  Hwai-Tsu Hu  studied 
experiments based on a moderate speech database indicate that the performance of the proposed implementation is 
comparable with an off-line approach subject to a matching constraint. A DSP chip operated above 33 MHz is 
competent to carry out 6 iterations of the proposed algorithm with a delay time of 16 ms. [4]Nima Yousefian  
proposed a novel dual-microphone speech enhancement technique is proposed in the present paper. The technique 
utilizes the coherence between the target and noise signals as a criterion for noise reduction and can be generally 
applied to arrays with closely spaced microphones, where noise captured by the sensors is highly correlated. The 
proposed algorithm is simple to implement and requires no estimation of noise statistics. In addition, it offers the 
capability of coping with multiple interfering sources that might be located at different azimuths.[5] Cyril Plapous 
Cyril Plapous  studied the problem of single-microphone speech enhancement in noisy environments. State-of-the-
art short-time noise reduction techniques are most often expressed as a spectral gain depending on the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR). The well-known decision-directed (DD) approach drastically limits the level of musical noise, but 
the estimated a priori SNR is biased since it depends on the speech spectrum estimation in the previous frame. 
Therefore, the gain function matches the previous frame rather than the current one which degrades the noise 
reduction performance [6] M. A. Abd El-Fattah et.al  proposed the application of the Wiener filter in an adaptive 
manner in speech enhancement. The proposed adaptive Wiener filter depends on the adaptation of the filter transfer 
function from sample to sample based on the speech signal statistics (mean and variance). The adaptive Wiener filter 
is implemented in time domain rather than in frequency domain to accommodate for the varying nature of the 
speech signal. The proposed method is compared to the traditional Wiener filter and the spectral subtraction methods 
and the results reveal its superiority.[7] Simon Doclo  proved that the output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) after noise 
reduction with the speech-distortion weighted multichannel Wiener filter is always larger than or equal to the input 
SNR, for any filter length, for any value of the tradeoff parameter between noise reduction and speech distortion, 
and for all possible speech and noise correlation matrices[8].Nilesh madhu  proposed speech enhancement 
techniques using a binary time frequency mask which have demonstrated substantial intelligibility improvements in 
low signal to noise ratio conditions. The approach exploit the sparsely and disjointness of speech spectra in their 
short time frequency representation to preserve only the target dominant time frequency regions in the processed 
output [9]RichardC.Hendriks presented that a backward decision directed (BDD) approach to overcome this short 
coming of the FDD(forward decision directed) approach instead of using the conventional order of time we reverse 
the time index an dmark the estimate of for the current frame dependent on clean speech estimates from future 
frames. [11] Philips.c.loizou has defined and derived various speech enhancement algorithms and speech 
enhancement has been defined in his book for speech enhancement.  

(I) Spectral subtraction  

It is most simple ,easy to calculate and first algorithm which was used for the speech enhancement .[11]                                                               

Basic principle   
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The  spectral subtraction method  uses very simple principle for the removal of unwanted signal from the main 
signal/ required signal .the noise is assumed and assuming noise we can get the estimate of the clean signal by 
subtracting the noise from the noisy signal. The noise spectrum can be estimated and updated during periods when 
the signal is absent. Here it is assumes that noise is stationary and slowly varying process and that the noise spectral 
does not change significantly between periods .The inverse discrete fourier transform of the estimated signal is done 
in order to obtain the  enhanced signal.[11] 

Assume that y(n) ,the noise corrupted input signal is composed of the clean speech signal x(n) and the additive noise 
signal,d(n),i.e 

                                                                                                                                                 (1) 

Taking the discrete fourier transform of both sides gives 
 

                                                                                                                                                  (2) 
  
We can express y()in polar form as;   
 

                                                                                                                                                 (3) 
 
Where  is the magnitude spectrum, and  is the phase spectrum of the corrupted noisy signal. the noise 

spectrum   can also be expressed in terms of its magnitude and phase spectra as     the 
magnitude noise spectrum is unknown ,but can be replaced by its average value computed during no speech activity, 
the noise phase  can be replaced by the noisy  speech phase ).this is partially motivated by the fact that 

phase does not affect speech intelligibility, may affect speech quality to some degree. after making substitutions we 
can obtain an estimate of the clean signal spectrum 
 

                                                                                                                 (4) 

 
Where  is the estimate of the magnitude noise spectrum made during non stationary activity . “^” is used to 

indicate the estimated spectrum or the estimated parameter of interest .the enhanced speech signal can b obtained by 
simply taking the  inverse Fourier  transform of 

 .thus after using the preceding assumption  ,the estimate of the clean speech power spectrum can be obtained 
as follows: 
 

.                                                                                                                        (5) 

 
Equation (5)   describes the power spectrum subtraction algorithm. 
 
 
Merit 
The algorithm is computationally simple as it only involves a forward and an inverse Fourier  transform.[12] 
 
Demerit 
1)subtraction process needs to be done carefully to avoid any speech distortion. 
2)if two much is subtracted then some speech information might be removed.. 
3)if two little is subtracted then much of the interfering noise remains in the signal. 
 
 
(II)Weiner filter 
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The wiener filter filters out noise that has which is unwanted and has degraded the speech quality making it difficult 
to use for the various purpose at the destination end. This filtering of the noisy signal  derives the enhanced signal by 
optimizing a mathematically tractable error criterion method.  
 
Basic principle 
 
The basic principle of the wiener filter is to obtain an estimate of the clean signal from that  has been degraded by 
any kind of the  noise. The  estimate is obtained by minimizing the mean square error(MSE) between the desired 
signal s(n) and the estimated signal . The wiener filter is named after the mathematician Norbet wiener it is the 
optimal filter that minimizes the estimation error .Norbet weiner is the person who first formulated and solved the 
filtering problem in continuous domain.[12].The output signal to noise ratio(SNR) after noise reduction with the 
single channel wiener filter is always larger than or equal to the input SNR. for any length of filter and for all 
possible speech  and noise correlation matrices.[7].The wiener filter is a popular technique that has been used in 
many signal enhancement methods. [6] 
 

                                                                                                                                                  (1) 

. 
Where  and  are the power spectral densities of the clean and the noise signals respectively. This 
formula can be derived considering the signal ‘s’ and the noise ‘v’ as the uncorrelated and stationary signals .the 
SNR is defined as 
 

SNR=                  

          
This definition can be incorporated to the wiener filter equation as follows 
 

H( )=[1+  

Merit 
 
(1)The filter is linear, thus making the analysis easy to handle. 
 (2)The filter could be finite impulse response (FIR) or infinite impulse response (IIR),but often fir filters are used 
because they  are inherently stable and the resulting solution is linear and computationally easy to evaluate [11] 
(3)Controls output error. 
(4) Straight forward to design. 

 
Demerit 
 ( 1) Results often too blurred. 
( 2) Spatially invariant. 
(3) Fixed frequency response at all frequencies and the requirement to estimate the power spectral density of the 
clean signal and noise prior to filtering 
 
(III) MMSE (minimum mean square error) 
 
Basic principle:- 
 
It does not assume that any relationship between observed data and the estimator exists, but in the same 
case it also needs information about probability distribution of the speech and DFT coefficient of the 
noise. it refers to estimation in a Bayesian setting with quadratic cost function and basic idea behind this 
is estimation stems from practical situations where some prior information about the parameter to b 
estimated is present. we may have prior information about the range that the parameter can 
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assume; or we may have an old estimate of the parameter that  we want to modify when a new 
observation is made available[12] 
 
. To determine the MMSE estimator we first need to compute the posterior pdf of  

 
 i.e.   p(                                                                                       ( 1) 

 

=                                                                                                       (2) 

 
Where  is the realization of the random variable  .Note that   is the normalization factor 

required to ensure that p(  integrates to 1.assuming statistical independence between the fourier 

transform coefficients , I. e, 
 
E [                                                  (3) 

 
E [  

 
=                                                                                                        (4) 

 

=                                                                                     (5) 

 

=  

 
where  is the realization of the phase random variable of ) (for clarity we henceforth drop the 

index k in we get. 

 
 

          

 
 

(y(  

 

} 
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 Where  denote the gamma function,  denotes the confluent hyper geometric function 

(appendix A) is given by: 
 

  

 

=  

 

  

 
  

 
 
Where terms  and  are referred to as priori and posteriori SNR’srespectively.the a prican be viewed 

as the true SNR of the kth spectral component ,where as the a posteriori SNR can be considered the 

observed or measured SNR of the kth spectral component after noise is added. 
 
 
Demerit 
  
MMSE estimator unlike the wiener estimator ,does not assume the existence of a linear relationship between the 
observed data and the estimator ,but it does require the knowledge about probability distribution of the speech and 
noise DFT coefficient. 
 
Merit 
 
MMSE based method does not introduce musical noise and hence is good for the speech affected by the musical 
noise and hence can be used with shorter frame durations in the modulation domain [10] 
 
(IV) Log MMSE 
 
Basic principle:-  
 
The basic principle of log MMSE is that it minimizes the error of the spectral  magnitude spectra. though squared 
error of the magnitude spectra is mathematically  easy to control but it may not be subjectively useful/meaningful. so 
it is possible that the  metric based on the squared of the log magnitude spectra may be more useful for the speech 
enhancement . 
An estimator has been derived that minimizes the mean square of the log magnitude spectra. 
 
 
E log -log }                                                                                                                                  (1) 
  
The optimal log MMSE estimator can be obtained by evaluating the conditional mean of the  log i.e. 
 
log = E{ }                                                                                                                       (2) 
 
from which we can solve for  
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=exp(E{ } )                                                                                                                      (3) 

 
The evaluation of E{ } is not straight forward but can be simplified if we use the moment generating 
function of  conditioned on y(  is given by: 
 

 )})    

 
                           =E{                                                                                                                   (4) 
 
The condition mean of  log can then be obtained from the moment generating function by evaluating the 
derivative of  at  i.e. 

 

E{ }  =                                                                                                     (5) 

 
We are left with the task of evaluating the moment generating function .from equation( 4) we see that we 

need to evaluate the term E{  . 
 

  = E{                                                                                                                      ( 6) 

 

                                                                                                             (7) 

 
Using some same statistical model as in derivation of the MMSE estimator and substituting equations. 
 

                                                                                (8) 

 
 
 Where  is the gamma function and is the confluent hyper geometric function ( appendix A,1). 
After taking the derivative of  with respect to  and evaluating it at , we get conditional mean of 

the log  
 

E{ }  = + +                                                                              (9) 

 
Finally , substituting the  preceding equation we get optimal log MMSE estimator  
 

= exp{                                                                                                                     (10) 

 
 

( , )  
 
Where   ξ is the  priori SNR ( , ) is the gain function of the log MMSE estimator .The integral in the  
preceding equation is known as the exponential integral and can be evaluated numerically. The exponential integral 
and can be evaluated numerically exponential integral , ξ(x)  can b approximated as. 
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ξ (x)  =     

 
Merit 
 
It minimizes the error of the spectral magnitude spectra. 
It has been suggested that a metric based on the squared error of log magnitude spectra may b more suitable for 
speech processing. 
 
Demerit 
 
The method needs complex mathematical calculations as compared to the other methods. 
 
 
(V) Decision directed approach 
 
Basic principle 
 
This method is based on the definition of priori SNR   and its relationship with the a posteriori SNR . 
It determines the priori SNR from the noisy  speech signal . 
We know that  is given by. “ ^”  is the lambda. 
 

=                                                                                                                                          (1) 

 
We also know that   is related to  by 
 

                                                                                                                              (2) 

 

=                                                                                                                                      (3) 

 
=E{ (m)}-1                   
 
Combining the two expressions for  i.e. equation (1) and (3) we get 
 

(m)-1]}                                                                                                       (4) 

 
The final estimator for  is derived by making the preceding equation recursive  
 

(m)=a +(1-a)max[ (m)-1,0]                                                                                                (5)   

 
Where 0<a<1 is the weighting factor replacing the ½ in equation (4)    
     is the amplitude estimator .the max(.) operator is used to ensure the positiveness of  the estimator as 

(m) needs to b non negative .the decision directed approach for estimating the a priori SNR was found not only 

important for MMSE type algorithm but also in other algorithms. there are two types of decision directed 
approaches forward decision direct and backward decision direct. with the forward backward DD approach 
increased subjective and objective performances are obtained Averaged segmental SNR is increased with more than 
0.75db and 1.1 db for speech degraded with white noise at SNRs of 5db and 15 db respectively. [9] 
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Merit 
 
The conventional order of the time we reverse the  time index and make the estimate of  for the current frame 
dependent on clean speech estimates from future frames .This implies the need for a user desirable delay of several 
frames in contrast to FDD and BDD results in less biased estimates of at the beginning of speech sounds and 
overcomes echo artifacts at the offsets of speech sounds.[9] 
 
 
Demerit 
The estimate off or the current frame is dependent on clean speech estimates from the past .Thus ,the estimated 
,denoted with ^,may be dependent on clean speech estimates from a different speech sound ,this leads to biased 
estimates of and consequently to incorrect noise suppression especially at the beginning of speech sounds and 
moreover to the introduction of echo craft at offsets speech sounds[9] 
 
Conclusion   : Different filters have their own advantages and disadvantages in terms of simplicity the spectral 
subtraction is the most simple and low cost filter but the quality of the signal obtained at the output is not high ,the 
other methods such as MMSE and log MMSE have complex mathematical calculations as compared to spectral 
subtraction and wiener filter .all these methods have their advantages and disadvantages depending upon the 
different type of noises .Two types of decision directed approaches are there one is forward decision directed and to 
overcome the demerits of the of FDD, backward decision directed approach is used. 
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